JULY 2011
Grand Photo Competition

This month’s crisp fiver goes to Angie Coad for her moody shot of gliders poised in front of an
impressive sky at the Mid Wales BOS.
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A Long Journey
By Andy Rogers
It was the email that everyone dreads; ‘Andy,
could you put a few words together for the
Club Bulletin about your first XC? Cheers,
Tim’.
My first response was that surely no-one will
be interested in reading about such an
insignificant event but then, I reasoned, it
shouldn’t be too bad, especially if I put in a
couple of tenuous quotes to pad it out a bit.
As I began to think about that day on the
Long Mynd it became clear to me that my first
XC was the culmination of many small steps
that had taken a long time – an ancient
Chinese proverb says (tenuous quote No.1)
‘To get through the hardest journey we need
take only one step at a time, but we must
keep on stepping’.
My journey started as a small child when my
parents would take me to Dunstable Downs
for a Sunday afternoon picnic where I would
watch the sailplanes gently circling. The seed
was sown.

ride the core until the plane was just a speck
in the sky. My first thermalling lesson - a
great demonstration of what a thermal can do!
Shortly after this I was able to experience a
thermal first-hand at Perran while paragliding.
Again, I thought that I might have bumped
into a thermal as I was getting lift in a place
where I didn’t expect to find it. The wing fell
backwards as I entered the thermal and
forwards as I flew out of the front, a quick 360
and I was going up again, only slowly, but
definitely up. This time I put in the 360
before falling out of the front of the thermal –
not bad, and considering that I was flying the
floppy at Perran the height gain was pretty
good too. Now, how much height do I need to
safely clear the caravans? Decision time. I
could probably make it back to the dunes now
but if I put in one more turn then I’m
definitely going over the back. Better play it
safe. Lots of speed bar and off we go back to
the dunes. Tenuous quote No.3 ‘Our doubts
are traitors and make us lose the good we oft
might win by fearing to attempt’ Shakespeare
– Measure for Measure.

Many years later, and with the ink barely dry
on my CP certificate, I found myself flying my
battered old Calypso at Rush Up Edge
thoroughly enjoying a very pleasant afternoon
of ridge soaring. After a few uneventful beats
of the ridge I was surprised to find a pocket of
excellent lift that carried me higher than I had
previously been.
I had no idea of how I
should use this lift and the moment quickly
passed but my interest had been stirred and I
was able to get some useful advice from the
club sky-gods along the lines of (tenuous
quote No.2) "Be mindful of the living Force,
my young Padawan." (Qui-Gon Jinn, Episode I
Star Wars.)

our hero flying in smoother conditions

Fast forward to a few months ago when, after
weeks of working hard on the house, I had
earned a Sunday leave pass and embarked on
a road trip with Karesz to reconnoitre potential
flying sites to the East. Despite failing to find
our way up Brown Willy (perhaps we should’ve
taken a map) we did find a small hill with a
gentle slope that would have made a great
training ground for those first hops. The wind,
although light, was ‘on’ and so we decided to
take out my Zagi radio controlled slope soarer.
Luckily the Zagi can survive multiple crashes.
Mostly I wasn’t able to get the model any
higher than 20-30 feet until Karesz pointed
out that the thin wispy clouds in front of us
were building into impressive cumulus behind
us. Under his expert guidance I managed to
manoeuvre the Zagi into a nice thermal and

A little frustrated at my failure to take this
opportunity I consulted a few wise heads and
armed with much conflicting information I
resolved to go to the third round of the BOS
and take up the offer of some XC coaching
from our resident XC-hound. The first day of
competition at the Mynd was almost perfect
and it was thrilling to see so many hangies
flying off towards goal in huge gaggles.
Although Coady was busy with trying to
organise the competitors I did manage to get
a few words of wisdom from him before the
hill was clear enough for me to clip in and
launch. I optimistically set my GPS for the
Club Competition goal. I had clearly forgotten
how lively inland flying could be compared
with the silky smooth air of the coast and I
spent the first 10 minutes weighing up the
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options for landing after feeling that I was
flying in a washing machine on the rinse cycle
but after pushing away from the hill I found
some smoother air and managed to settle into
the flight.
The northern end of the ridge seemed to be
generating a lot of lift but everyone else had
gone south so perhaps there would be good
thermals at that end. I could see Kaz lining
up for launch and as I approached the
southern end I saw a hangie landing just
beyond the gliding club – not a good sign.
The lift at this end was very poor and, despite
having to come in close to the hill to make the
best of the ridge lift I had descended to below
launch height before I had made my way
North back to launch.
I found a small thermal directly over the farm
buildings below launch and maybe I should
have stayed and made better use of it but I
was having to work hard and was beginning to
think about the bottom landing field again.
Back at the northern end conditions were
much better and I found myself going steadily
up until I hit a great lift source – my vario
recorded this as being nearly 900ft/min. I
eased the bar out and rode the lift without too
much effort until the frantic noise coming from
my vario had started to lessen and I put in a
360, I wasn’t going up so quickly now but it
was still good. The numbers clicking over on
my shiny new vario (thanks Phippsy) were
making me grin like an idiot – 600’, 680’, 750’
and on and on, now 980’, 1020’ – by this time
I had made a few 360s and I was well over
the top of the ridge. Even with the Rio I could
probably make it back to the front and I was
heading in completely the wrong direction to
make it to goal but I was here to try and XC,
so I kept with the thermal. Just short of 1100’
now and … oh bugger, I’ve lost the thermal.
Now what?
For a few minutes I managed to find and then
quickly lose my lift source.
After hunting
around for the thermal in vain for a while I
was conscious that I was consistently going
down. The vario told me I was just above
600’ and, although I could see lots of lovely

An offer too good to miss!
Any one fancy a weekend away, with top
level coaching from an experienced cross
country pilot??

big, flat fields in the gaps between the hills I
knew that I would be lucky to reach them.
Just downwind was a small but promising
patch of green amongst the heather that was
also not too far from a road so I headed for
this and reached it with enough height to line
myself up for a good landing by my standards
(which means I didn’t break anything).
I
didn’t feel that I had gone very far at all and,
after calling Mark to let him know that I was
down safely and to give him my coordinates I
started to derig with the intention of walking
back to launch for another go. Later I was to
realise that it would have been a long walk.
I have spent some time wondering why I lost
the thermal and what I should have done to
reconnect with it but, in the end, it didn’t
matter and I will have to wait until the next
opportunity to try to hone my thermal flying
skills.
So, what had I learnt from this
experience?
1. Landing away from your launch site
needn’t be daunting but it makes the
decision to try to XC much easier when
you know that you have a good
retrieve available (thank you, Mark).
2. All of the advice I had been given on
how to use a thermal was useful but
there is no substitute for experience,
especially when I found the conditions
more challenging than I had expected.
(‘Life is a succession of lessons which
must be lived to be understood.” Helen
Keller).
3. I need more experience of flying in
thermic conditions. While coastal flying
is wonderful I feel that it didn’t prepare
me well enough for the conditions that
I encountered on this day.
So, how long was this epic journey? About 40
years and 6 km but the journey isn’t over yet
- when is our next trip up country?
My last, and probably favourite, tenuous
quote, ‘You should live every day like it's your
last day because one day you're gonna be
right’. Ray Charles.

Pete Coad is available for the weekend of 6th
and 7th of August (or weekdays if you prefer)
to go ANYWHERE where it is flyable! Contact
him if you’re available on 01209 716522.
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Chairman’s Chat
It appears that quite a few members have had
or are having their email accounts hacked, I
don't know what we can do to protect them,
but needless to say I'm not currently aware of
any of us that have genuinely been 'mugged
and are penniless or are being held hostage in
Madrid!!'.
In line with the British government stance on
not giving into ransom demands, and after
consultation with Daisy we will be adopting the
same policy...However if we do get an email
from Coady in Italy then it could be genuine
so we may pass the hat around.
Any emails from Mike Clelford and Alan knight
should definitely be taken seriously as its quite
conceivable that they could well end up being
mugged and held hostage somewhere!!!!
In all seriousness peeps just keep an eye
what's in your inboxes and keep your
computer security up to date (locking your
Brauniger comp vario in the boot doesn't
count by the way)
Just a reminder to all about the XC trip, 1st
weekend in August, names to me please. I’ll
be leaving Friday lunchtime again, and can
take three plus kit, it was a cracking laugh last
time and the flying wasn't too bad either.
Also whilst on the theme of trips, a few of us
are already booked into the Blorenge Bash
(last bank Holiday weekend in August) its only
£45.00 per couple (kids under 16 free) for
three nights camping and a courtesy bus to
the top, great entertainment, live bands, a DJ
and trade stands. Should be a good weekend,
anyone else want to go????
There has been some pretty awesome flying at
Highcliff over the past few weeks and there is
talk of 'jumping the gap' by some...I think

that means trying to get to Dizzard!!! So the
challenge is on, but please, if you’re coming
up give Mr Crocker a ring as he is moooving
his cows around to different fields.
Oh and he has cleared the take-off of all the
gorse bushes, the ones at the front have been
cut right back and the nasty one on top has
been completely removed.

What a day at Highcliff!
Finally for all of you who are unaware, Sam
Allum has proposed to Vicky and they are now
officially engaged, quashing the rumour that
Vicky was actually Victor!!!!
Congrats to you both and we would like to
welcome Vicky to join the next retrieve
drivers’ course planned for January!

Steve Dredge

Pilot Exam lectures
Remember weekly lectures start at Portreath Village Hall on Fridays at the beginning of September.
Contact Chairman Steve to register your interest and get the details.

Minutes for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding Association held at St
Rumon’s Social Club on Tuesday 12th July
July 2011
Welcome Chairman Steve welcomed 17 members attending and opened the meeting at 8.20.
Apologies. Received from Mike Cowley, Bill Northcott and Steve Macilduff.
Welcome new members.
Monthly photo comp. won by Angie Coad.
Minutes of the last meeting Proposed by Nigel Waller seconded by Raymond Mickleburgh.
Matters arising
Pilot Exam Lectures Graham May and Steve Macilduff have agreed to help. They will be held at
Portreath Village Hall on Fridays, starting at the end of August or beginning of September. Chairman
Steve asked members to let him know if they are interested so he can gauge numbers.
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Devon Club Competitions Chairman Steve had spoken to the S. Devon comps sec, and they are
keen to compete. They will call an informal comp on a suitable date and all Kernow fliers are
welcome.
Summer Do: Kaz confirmed she was willing to organise, SO LONG AS PEOPLE TURN UP! Chairman
Steve suggested the end of summer, and asked for suggestions of dates and venues.
Raymond’s sunglasses: the meeting was relieved to hear Raymond report that they had been
located-on his kitchen table!
Regular reports
Competitions: Pete reported on the final round of the BOS, where there were five flyable days, and
three tasks flown, one of which was one in fine style by Kernow’s adopted son Geoff Brooks.
Unfortunately our own Graham Phipps lost his first place overall to Dave Matthews, with Tony
Stephens second, but Graham did place an admirable third, and Graham May flew well to place
second in the club class.
Pete said it was great to see a good sized contingent of Kernow pilots come for some inland flying
and coaching, and it was a shame that he wasn’t available for as much coaching as he’d have liked,
but a lot of fun was had, and Andy Rogers made his first XC flight off the Mynd on the first day.
Andy thanked Pete and Daisy for all their help and advice.
Pete also reported that he would be away at the end of July, managing the British Team at the
World Championships in Italy.
Club Flying: Chairman Steve said Mid Wales was fun and impressive, if only to see the massed take
off and flying of the hang gliding comp.
He also said he was hankering to get up Brown Willy!
Pete Coad said he had an interesting flight at Carn Brea, but didn’t elucidate further!
Sam Allum enjoyed flying his new Rush 3 at St Agnes.
CHAPS training: Graham reported things moving well. There had been a good mixture of students
on hang gliders, paragliders and power units, with Nigel Waller getting his hang glider tow rating,
and just waiting to get endorsed for the hill.
Graham said he would do a presentation on site etiquette and safety at the next meeting.
Incidents: in the previous week there had been an incident of a pilot flying wing overs and spins in
front of take-off at Perran, making for some worrying landing approaches for other pilots. The
matter of being aware of others flying was discussed.
GoPro camera: Taken by Andy Rogers.
Other business
Mike Cowley expressed his thanks to those that went to his party; a good night was had by all.
He also reported that there are now just over 30 people registered on Flying Today, some of whom
are probably visiting pilots eager to follow Bill on his daily excursions.
He also proposed "That the depression to the right of take-off at Perranporth mostly used for
parawaiting-should henceforth be known as 'Adi's living room'". Approved by the meeting!
Chairman Steve said that Bill N was concerned about having the club radio frequency publicised on
the web site, but it was agreed that there was only a small risk, and it was acceptable.
He also mentioned that some clubs accept non BHPA pilots with alternative 3rd party insurance, so
should we? It was agreed that this would not work for us as our constitution requires BHPA
membership.
He also asked if anyone objected to Kernow sites being shown on the Underground type map, should
we be approached for permission. There were no objections to the non members only sites being
included.
He ALSO reported that Chris W is going to the Blorenge Bash at the end of August, and suggested
that it would be a good opportunity for a Kernow away weekend.
Graham May suggested a calendar on the website for members to show their availability for awaydays. Pete Coad suggested it could be linked to a “doodle calendar thingy”. Andy said he would look
into it.
Pete Coad said he would be back from Italy at the end of July, and would be prepared to go
anywhere if anyone fancied a weekend coaching trip.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 9.25
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